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What New Highs Mean for Stocks, BTC

Equities had something of an uncertain start this week, with the S&P 500,
Nasdaq, and DJIA all declining at first. The S&P 500 fell more than 1% on Tuesday,
but as Fundstrat Head of Research Tom Lee pointed out, after each of the last
two times such declines took place – January 31, 2024 and February 13, 2024,
“those dips were bought and the market went on to make new highs.” That
happened again this week, with the S&P 500 making new highs on Thursday.

Nevertheless, Lee sounded a cautionary note. As he has pointed out in the past,
one signal of an impending top is stocks falling after good news. As he sees it, “in a
way, a drop in rates is a ‘good news’ event,” yet when yields fell on Tuesday, the
stock market also fell (as shown in our Chart of the Week below). Because of this,
he urges watchfulness even though he continues to suspect that there is still “gas
in the tank” of this rally.

Like Lee, Fundstrat Head of Technical Strategy Mark Newton remains constructive
on equities. “I suspect that SPX is en route to ~5200 and potentially even 5250
by March 20, and it’s necessary for SPX to break 5057 on a daily close to have any
concern about even a minor two-day pullback,” he said. Newton also pointed out
that the equal-weighted S&P 500 has made its sixth straight weekly gain.
“Technology underperformance is making the market seem worse than it
actually is […] and it’s worth pointing out that the most recent weekly close for SPX
is only the third negative week in four and a half months.”
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BTC hit a new all-time high on Tuesday, in part due to significant inflows into
BlackRock and Fidelity ETFs. “For those just entering the fold, new all-time highs
are historically great entry points,” pointed out Fundstrat Head of Digital Assets
Sean Farrell. BTC prices turned lower soon after hitting new all-time highs, likely
due to the volume of highly leveraged long positions, the increase in funding costs
for leverage, and sell orders tethered to previous all-time highs. Regardless of the
reason, selling action after hitting an all-time high “was not abnormal,” he said.
Similar pullbacks occurred after BTC hit all-time highs in 2017 and 2020, but after
breaking through the technical resistance in those instances, “we saw some
pretty parabolic returns, and they happened quite quickly.”

Chart of the Week
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As our Chart of the Week shows, when yields fell on Tuesday, the stock market
also fell. “In a way, a drop in rates is a ‘good news’ event,” as Fundstrat Head of
Research Tom Lee sees it, so even though he still sees “gas in the tank” of the
present rally, this could be seen as stocks falling on good news – a potential sign
that a near-term top is approaching.

Recent ⚡ FlashInsights

[fsi-flash-insights]

FSI Video: Weekly Highlight
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Key incoming data

3/05 9:45 am ET: Feb F S&P Global Services & Composite PMITame

3/05 10:00 am ET: Feb ISM ServicesTame

3/06 10:00 am ET: Powell Testimony before US House Financial Services
CommitteeDovish

3/06 10:00 am ET: Jan JOLTS Job OpeningsTame

3/06 2:00 pm ET: Fed Releases Beige BookTame

3/07 8:30 am ET: 4QF 2023 Nonfarm ProductivityTame

3/07 9:00 am ET: Feb F Manheim Used Vehicle IndexTame

3/07 10:00 am ET: Powell Testimony before US Senate Committee on
Banking, Housing, and Urban A�airsDovish

3/08 8:30 am ET: Feb Jobs ReportMixed

3/12 8:30 am ET: Feb CPI
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3/14 8:30 am ET: Feb PPI

3/14 8:30 am ET: Feb Retail Sales Data

3/15 8:30 am ET: Mar Empire Manufacturing Survey

3/15 10:00 am ET: Mar P U. Mich. Sentiment and Inflation Expectation

Stock List Performance
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In the News

[fsi-in-the-news]
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Disclosures

This research is for the clients of FS Insight only. FSI Subscription entitles the subscriber to 1 user,
research cannot be shared or redistributed. For additional information, please contact your sales
representative or FS Insight at fsinsight.com.

Conflicts of Interest

This research contains the views, opinions and recommendations of FS Insight. At the time of publication
of this report, FS Insight does not know of, or have reason to know of any material conflicts of interest.

General Disclosures

FS Insight is an independent research company and is not a registered investment advisor and is not
acting as a broker dealer under any federal or state securities laws.

FS Insight is a member of IRC Securities’ Research Prime Services Platform. IRC Securities is a FINRA
registered broker-dealer that is focused on supporting the independent research industry. Certain
personnel of FS Insight (i.e. Research Analysts) are registered representatives of IRC Securities, a FINRA
member firm registered as a broker-dealer with the Securities and Exchange Commission and certain
state securities regulators. As registered representatives and independent contractors of IRC Securities,
such personnel may receive commissions paid to or shared with IRC Securities for transactions placed by
FS Insight clients directly with IRC Securities or with securities firms that may share commissions with IRC
Securities in accordance with applicable SEC and FINRA requirements. IRC Securities does not distribute
the research of FS Insight, which is available to select institutional clients that have engaged FS Insight.

As registered representatives of IRC Securities our analysts must follow IRC Securities’ Written
Supervisory Procedures. Notable compliance policies include (1) prohibition of insider trading or the
facilitation thereof, (2) maintaining client confidentiality, (3) archival of electronic communications, and (4)
appropriate use of electronic communications, amongst other compliance related policies.

FS Insight does not have the same conflicts that traditional sell-side research organizations have
because FS Insight (1) does not conduct any investment banking activities, and (2) does not manage any
investment funds.

This communication is issued by FS Insight and/or a�liates of FS Insight. This is not a personal
recommendation, nor an o�er to buy or sell nor a solicitation to buy or sell any securities, investment
products or other financial instruments or services. This material is distributed for general informational
and educational purposes only and is not intended to constitute legal, tax, accounting or investment
advice. The statements in this document shall not be considered as an objective or independent
explanation of the matters. Please note that this document (a) has not been prepared in accordance with
legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research, and (b) is not subject
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to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination or publication of investment research. Intended
for recipient only and not for further distribution without the consent of FS Insight.

This research is for the clients of FS Insight only. Additional information is available upon request.
Information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but FS Insight does not warrant its
completeness or accuracy except with respect to any disclosures relative to FS Insight and the analyst’s
involvement (if any) with any of the subject companies of the research. All pricing is as of the market
close for the securities discussed, unless otherwise stated. Opinions and estimates constitute our
judgment as of the date of this material and are subject to change without notice. Past performance is
not indicative of future results. This material is not intended as an o�er or solicitation for the purchase or
sale of any financial instrument. The opinions and recommendations herein do not take into account
individual client circumstances, risk tolerance, objectives, or needs and are not intended as
recommendations of particular securities, financial instruments or strategies. The recipient of this report
must make its own independent decision regarding any securities or financial instruments mentioned
herein. Except in circumstances where FS Insight expressly agrees otherwise in writing, FS Insight is not
acting as a municipal advisor and the opinions or views contained herein are not intended to be, and do
not constitute, advice, including within the meaning of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934. All research reports are disseminated and available to all clients simultaneously through electronic
publication to our internal client website, fsinsight.com. Not all research content is redistributed to our
clients or made available to third-party aggregators or the media. Please contact your sales
representative if you would like to receive any of our research publications.

Copyright © 2024 FS Insight LLC. All rights reserved. No part of this material may be reprinted, sold or
redistributed without the prior written consent of FS Insight LLC.
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